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Message from the President
Thanks to your membership in the Jones River Watershed Association, 2013 was yet another year
filled with significant accomplishments.
Under the leadership of Boatshop Director Peter Arenstram along with his dedicated crew of
volunteers, the Merry Wing once again sailed on the Jones River. When the George Shiverick‐built
Duxbury Duck was donated to the Landing, it looked more like a collection of rotten wood than a
sleek sailboat. But as Arenstam and his volunteers met Wednesday evenings at the boatshop and
produced hand‐crafted planks, the Merry Wing slowly regained her classic racing form. Preserving
the art of boat building is included in the JRWA's mission statement and we saw this happen
when the volunteers gained valuable experience while working on the Merry Wing.
"Cultivating community spirit" is also included in our mission statement. A good amount of
community spirit was present at the numerous high tide potluck suppers held at the Landing. The
spirit was present when young and old alike came by to put a canoe or kayak in the water and go for
a paddle on the Jones. And community spirit was present when groups ranging from beekeepers to
citizens interested in learning about the effects of climate change gathered in the Landing's meeting
room to discuss these and other topics vital to the community.
An important mission of the JRWA is preserving our watershed and its surrounding environment. A
major threat to the watershed is the Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station in Plymouth. Not only is local
marine life killed as half a billion gallons of water are sucked daily into the plant, but now Pilgrim is
building a dry cask nuclear waste storage area close to sea level. The JRWA has been at the forefront
of the Cape Cod Bay Watch movement to alert the public and draw attention to this issue.
I could go on at length about the
activities of your JRWA, such as the
three‐decades effort to restore fish
migration to Silver Lake, but I feel it
is essential to point out that none of
the above could be possible without
your membership and interest in
our organization. I welcome your
continued input and look forward
to seeing you in the year ahead as
we work to make our communities
healthy and environmentally‐
friendly places in which to live.
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Year in Review
2013 was a year of challenges, beginning with back‐to‐back blizzards in February causing power
outages, followed by floods and heavy rains in spring through July; then drought in August through
November. It took work to weather the weather, and a new word, “resiliency,” is creeping more
steadily into our lexicon. Now, federal grants are being offered to the states that endured “Super
Storm Sandy” for rebuilding the landscape and infrastructure to better prepare for storms that are
surely in our future; and the Commonwealth is offering grants to make our coastal structures more
resilient, and to take down dams. We applied for one of these to continue to upgrade our frontline
position at the water’s edge on the estuary at Jones River Landing—to repair the boat ramp and
dock. But no such luck: all grants went to municipalities.

“... predicting what
the sea and wind
will do at a time
when the climate
is reacting to
conditions beyond
human experience
is difficult, if not
impossible.”

New maps of coastal flood zone in Massachusetts were released by the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA). A fury of upset towns and residents struggle in its wake to
understand what is likely to occur and what is just error in reconciling landscape contours with
modeling of seas and storms; and, significantly, what will this all cost? Not only does this study
apply to insurance rates, it evaluates the impact of coastal flooding to encourage property owners to
lift up their buildings or move inland. Apparently, mistakes were made in the models used. But we
think the biggest problem is that FEMA did not include estimates of sea level rise for the future, they
only measured the past.
The truth is that predicting what the sea and wind will do at a time when the climate is reacting to
conditions beyond human experience is difficult, if not impossible. Laying blame will not solve this
problem, and ignoring emerging science will delay adequate response. Our best chance to meet the
challenges of the coming years is to work smarter, with eyes wide open. We must evaluate real risk
and expense, then plan and construct like our lives depend on it. At the Landing, we will be working
on renovation and building plans to address our flooding vulnerability, as well as a business plan for
our long term sustainability.
(Pictured: New Year's Day 2014 flooding of the Landing; credit: Peter Baird)
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So much is at stake. Not only are porches, roads, utilities, and coastal infrastructure at risk, but so
are entire regions and abundant natural resources. We must strive to rebuild our ocean and coastal
ecology before it is too late to save the fish and shellfish we rely on; and we must honestly confront
the threats to our environment and our wellbeing. Sometimes we will need to adjust, as patterns in
rainfall and its chemistry are altered. But we will also need to confront failures on the regulatory
front.
In the case of Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station, it is impossible to understand the 18‐year delay to
enforce the Clean Water Act. What is the EPA for, if not to require the BEST available technology
when it comes to an industry that can lay waste the countryside, as has happened in Fukushima
Prefecture, Japan? This is not a petty political debate, and it cannot be a tug‐of‐war between Wall
Street and ecological/human health: but it appears to be. Our government and laws will fail us if we
do not demand responsibility. We have made clear demands in the past year, and we will continue
this advocacy in 2014.
Our position is that the facility is too low adjacent to Cape Cod Bay to avoid catastrophic release of
radioactivity, and that its ongoing operations contribute large and unacceptable damage to the
aquatic species of the bay, the air, and the general health of all populations in the region. Uranium
mining to fuel the facility results in damage to vast areas of the Dakotas, Wyoming, other states and
tribal areas; and processing that uranium to fuel contributes significant greenhouse gas emissions.
The ultimate fate of waste fuel is still to be determined because it is so hazardous to the health of
every living thing, and will be for thousands of years. It is our responsibility to adopt cleaner and
more environmentally benign sources of energy to support our needs while protecting the
ecosystems of southeastern Massachusetts. Additionally, building that “green infrastructure” will
benefit the economy of the region.
Of course, our prime objective is to return the alewife spawning run to Silver Lake. This mission has
been our guiding star for many years, and continues to be so. While some of the fish can manage to
negotiate the Elm Street dam—not all do. As you will read in the included Ecology Program report,
they have sent scouts up beyond Wapping Road and we tracked this activity in 2013. We are
pursuing every relevant political and regulatory issue in order to re‐establish continuous flow
between Silver Lake and the Jones River below Forge Pond dam; and are asking for legislative,
regulatory and municipal engagement. Thankfully, we are also entrusting our issues to Earthrise
Law Clinic, which has partnered with our friends at EcoLaw. We are pursuing our rainbow at the
end of a century long tunnel, and in 2014 we expect to make great progress!
Back in the Landing Road neighborhood, we finally have the restoration project underway at the
Holmes Boatshed, which began in late October 2013. Thanks to a Kingston Community
Preservation Act award in 2010, this second boatshed will provide shelter for the now restored
Merry Wing. See more on both of these projects inside.
JRWA 2013 Annual Progress Report
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Thank you to all our volunteers, members and supporters, and to the all those who have come to
grips with the real vulnerability of Pilgrim Station. This threat to the region is very difficult to
accept, let alone address sufficiently. The challenge is so disconcerting in the face of climate change
and dwindling marine species, as well as critical to our well being and the continuing productivity
of the region. We will be ramping up our volunteer herring monitoring this year and adding
additional tasks to ensure we are successful in our efforts to restore this key species to their
ancestral spawning grounds in Silver Lake. Please join us!

JRWA Ecology Program
WAPPING ROAD (UN‐)DAM // Got fish? We
do! When the jackhammers went to work on
Wapping Road dam in the fall of 2011 we were
all smiles and high fives. We knew we had
accomplished something big. The sights and
sounds of the natural flowing river made it
intuitively obvious that a huge benefit was
achieved. But this was a project that promised
specific results. Fish passage was the goal and
that goal had to be verified. The biggest funder
for this project was the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) through its Open
Rivers Initiative. When the federal government gives you a bunch of money for a project, they quite
rightfully expect you to quantify your achievements. In the spring of 2013 we set out to do just that.
Working with the Division of Marine Fisheries (MarineFisheries) we developed an underwater video
monitoring system that would record each and every fish that swam past the site. This was no easy
task. Not only did it require installing a substantial weir in the river to direct the fish, but it also
required daily maintenance of the structure to ensure that critters did not get stuck and that all of
the equipment was in working order. Plus, of
course, someone had to watch all of the
underwater footage we recorded. For all of
these difficult tasks we were very fortunate to
find two excellent interns. Jimmy Powell
(pictured above) and Amy Melowski worked 7

days a week getting wet in the river and getting
bleary eyed in front of the video playback.
Knowing that there had to be a better way, they
developed an innovative approach to video fish
counting. By using security camera software
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they worked out motion‐detection protocols that could identify fish in the footage and capture only
sections of interest. Essentially they trained the computer to watch the footage. This is an
innovative, cutting edge approach that we are sharing with other organizations to help them
conduct simple, cost effective fish monitoring.
Tending the gear and watching the footage was tedious for sure. But when we first saw a recording
of river herring swimming past the camera it nearly brought us to tears. River herring had not seen
the Jones River above Wapping road for 100 years or more. All in all, only about 148 river herring
swam upstream past our monitoring site. But the fact that these tenacious fish were already
exploring newly opened habitats is a true testament to the resiliency of the species and the
potential for restoration projects like this one to be a true success. While river herring were our
target species, we also recorded white sucker, american eel, sea lamprey, and other fish swimming
past the cameras. We were even able to document white sucker spawning in what used to be the
impoundment. This is a real sign of habitat improvement through this whole stretch of the river.
The final touches on the Wapping Road dam project included added signage to the Town’s new
Triphammer Park. The signs recognize the river’s role in the industrial development and early
success of the Town as well as the importance of its ecological integrity. With the signage installed,
JRWA and Kingston completed the Memorandum of Agreement with NOAA for the historical aspects
of the Wapping Road un‐dam project. (Pictured: Signage at former Wapping Road dam)

FORGE POND DAM (aka “UN‐DAM‐IT!” PART II) // We have confirmed and documented that
river herring are swimming upstream of Wapping Road. Guess where they are heading? That’s
right... Silver Lake. But of course Forge Pond dam and Forge Pond itself prevent fish from reaching
640 acres of prime and historic spawning habitat. Although smaller in size, compared to Wapping
Road dam, Forge Pond dam is a complicated problem. Owned by the City of Brockton and still
serving a functional purpose for water management, the issues around Forge Pond dam are political
as much as they are physical. In 2013 we went after every aspect.
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We were involved in the following reports published last year, each of which address unique
challenges of providing fish passage through the site. These reports are highly detailed and deserve
a thorough reading by anyone interested in the issue. They are available in print at the Landing, or
downloadable online at www.jonesriver.org.
Study

Authors

Brief Summary and Conclusions

River Herring
Spawning & Nursery
Habitat Assessment
Silver Lake
2008‐2009

Massachusetts
Division of
Marine
Fisheries

The most significant impairment for the goal of
restoring river herring to Silver Lake was fish
passage obstruction at Forge Pond dam and reduced
stream flow that could prevent juvenile herring
emigration during summer and early fall.

Forge Pond Dam
Fish Passage
Improvement
Feasibility Study &
Preliminary Design
2012‐2013

Gomez and
Sullivan
Engineers
(For MA DMF)

Fish passage from the Jones River to Silver Lake is
feasible through a number of alternatives. Additional
flow from the lake would be required, but that is also
feasible with available options which are already in
place.

Economic
Evaluation of the
Costs and Benefits
of the Forge Pond
Dam Fish Passage
Improvement
Alternatives 2013

Industrial
Economics,
Incorporated
(For JRWA)

The flow required for the fish passage alternatives
described in the Gomez & Sullivan report could be
obtained from sources that are in place already. That
additional flow would come at a cost increase of
approximately 1% to Brockton water supply. Even
with this increase, Brockton’s water rates would
remain well below statewide and national averages.

Sustainable Water
Management
Initiative Report:
Monponsett Pond
and Silver Lake
Water Use
Operations and
Improvement

Princeton
Hydro, LLC
(For Town of
Halifax and MA
DEP)

Current water management practices are allowed
due to “grandfathering” of past regulations, but
would not be otherwise permissible under current
guidance. Current practices are detrimental to
Monponsett Ponds and Silver Lake, and are not
sustainable. Other management options exist.

If we had to combine and summarize them all together it would go something like this: River
herring are a keystone species, essential to the health of the entire regional ecosystem and their
population numbers are desperately low. Silver Lake is an enormous and critical spawning habitat
for river herring. Lack of flow in the Jones River and the physical obstacle of Forge Pond dam
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prevent river herring from accessing Silver Lake.
The water management schemes that create these
problems are unsustainable. Solving all of these
problems is feasible and the cost of doing so is
nearly insignificant.
Our partners (DER, MarineFisheries, Town of
Kingston, NOAA and others) and our funders
(NOAA, MET, Sheehan Family, and Patagonia)
continue to provide much needed financial
support here. In 2014 something will have to give.

FPD planning meeting; left to right:
Jill Griffiths (Gomez & Sullivan), Brad Chase (DMF),
Laila Parker (DER), and Alex Mansfield (JRWA).

TRI‐BASIN RESTORATION INITIATIVE // The tangle of issues surrounding Silver Lake and flow
to the Jones River extend far beyond the borders of our watershed. Over the course of more than a
century the complications of water use, development, legislation, regulation, population growth,
and infrastructure have created a mess that spans more than a dozen towns and three distinct
watersheds. To address this at the proper scale we launched the “Tri‐Basin Restoration Initiative”
including Watershed Action Alliance partners from the Jones River, Taunton River, and North&South
River Basins.
In early 2013, we worked closely with the newly formed Monponsett Watershed Association
(MWA), the Town of Halifax, and the City of Brockton to pursue state funding for an objective,
scientific evaluation of the environmental issues created by Brockton’s water management policies.
Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) through its Sustainable Water
Management Initiative (SWMI) awarded grants to both Halifax and Brockton to study this issue.
Brockton chose to kill their $85,000 portion of the grant, but Halifax followed through. The result
was a comprehensive analysis conducted by Princeton Hydro (see report table above) that
highlighted many of Brockton’s unsustainable practices and the extent to which the surrounding
communities subsidize these practices at their own cost (financial and environmental). This work
has created awareness and action in the local community creating the Monponsett Pond working
group and resulting in the reforming of the long‐defunct Central Plymouth County Water
Management Advisory Board. In 2014 we expect this board to pursue significant change.

ELM STREET DAM // If we had a nickel for every time someone asked “what’s up with the Elm
Street Dam,” we’d have more than enough funding to tear it out and throw a big party to celebrate.
The obvious, practical, efficient, and simple way to address the dam would have been to dismantle it
as part of the bridge replacement project., which we suggested. But we were asked to back off
because the project was part of MA DOT’s “Accelerated Bridge Program” and we weren’t supposed
to stand in the way of a project that absolutely, positively had to be completed by the end of 2012.
JRWA 2013 Annual Progress Report
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Late on January 10, 2014 the first car passed over the
bridge. The project has continued through several years
of herring migration, which surely hasn’t helped the
species we are working so hard to restore. Many of the
issues that have challenged the project would have been
so easily addressed by starting with a dam removal.
One thing that the bridge project has revealed is the
terrible condition of the Elm Street dam. Because DOT
had to draw the water levels down multiple times for
construction activities, we all had a good opportunity to
look at the dry dam. Substantial cracks run throughout
the dam including missing pieces of concrete and exposed
rebar (right). Even scarier is the erosion at the bottom of
the dam (below left) . The bank near the Jones River
Trading Company is collapsing day by day. The DOT
contractors clearly recognized the state of the dam as
well, since they installed gauges to track its condition
throughout the project. Those gauges (below right) started
at “0” and show noticeable change just in the past year.

The town of Kingston has decided that it owns the dam and so all of these issues are the Town’s
problem. Maintenance of dams is extremely expensive. In a Town budget that struggles to cover the
cost of necessary things we have to wonder where the maintenance money will come from for this
unnecessary dam. Considering the liability and safety issues surrounding failing dams it certainly
isn’t something that can be ignored. And of course the Commonwealth’s Office of Dam Safety won’t
allow those issues to be ignored. As they point out on their website: “The responsibility for
maintaining a safe dam rests with owner. A dam failure resulting in an uncontrolled release of the
reservoir can have a devastating effect on persons and property downstream.” Removing a dam
JRWA 2013 Annual Progress Report
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removes the liability and the costs of maintenance. Because there is such a huge environmental
benefit to removing dams, there is substantial state, federal, and private funding available to help
dam owners become former dam owners. On the other hand, funding for maintaining the Elm
Street dam rests solely with the taxpayers of Kingston. The residents of Kingston will need to
decide very soon how much of their tax dollars they are willing to spend to maintain a structure
that serves no practical purpose.

River Monitoring
RIVER HERRING AND THE ANNUAL HERRING COUNT // In 2013, river herring continued to be a
JRWA focus. We say it ever year, but we’ll say it again: your volunteer efforts matter! The video data
at Wapping Road, the case for fish passage at Silver Lake, the push to remove Elm Street dam, and
the regional science of river herring populations all rely heavily on YOUR volunteer efforts. Based
on your data, the 2013 herring run size in the Jones was the largest we’ve seen since starting the
count in 2005. At 4,559 fish it just barely beats out 2010 (4,512 fish) but we’ll take it! Of course
we’d like to see those numbers climbing even higher but considering the poor run of 2012 and the
continued regional challenges facing river herring, “holding steady” isn’t a bad thing. Now that we
know herring are exploring above Wapping Road we have high hopes for long‐term increases in the
Jones River population. As always, we will need your help in 2014. We are planning to move the
video monitoring to Elm Street, so it will be a critical year of overlapping the volunteer count
method with our new innovations. The reason a small organization like ours has the opportunity to
develop new technologies is because of our volunteer efforts. The long‐term data we have
generated and the credibility that comes from broad participation makes funders take notice.
Thank you. To get involved, email fish@jonesriver.org or visit www.jonesriver.org.
ELVERS! // River Monitoring comes in all forms, one
of our most striking (and heart stopping) discoveries
this year came as a result of a riverside neighbor
calling to ask about that net in the river on Mother’s
Day, which turned out to be a fyke net (pictured right).
The net was set to quite illegally capture any glass
eels running up the river. The Environmental Police
were most interested, and we were most grateful for
the sharp awareness of our river’s keepers.
REMOTE SENSING OF SALTMARSH HEALTH // In 2013 we started up a research program that
we hope will be a focus on 2014. This is a collaboration between JRWA, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT), NOAA SeaGrant, and University of Massachusetts Boston (UMB). The concept is
to develop a cost‐effective method for monitoring saltmarsh health in a format that is easily
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communicated to the local community. To accomplish this we are
starting with a remote camera system (pictured left) developed by
UMB for the Boston Harbor Islands and adjusting it to suit the
Jones River Saltmarsh. This system uses simple components to
relay video and photographs from the marsh to the internet. That
data can be viewed in real‐time and is also stored on servers at
MIT. For now we are just testing the method and logistics, but we
plan to turn this into a full‐scale monitoring program in 2014 and
collaborate with neighboring watersheds once the system is
perfected. For this pilot phase we are fortunate to have the
support of L. Knife & Sons whose warehouse on the Jones River
adds a perfect vantage point for our antennas, and whose IT staff provided much needed expertise.
Look for this to go live to the public in early 2014.

THE CRANBERRY REVOLUTION! // Our work with Silver Lake High School students and
volunteers on the Kingston‐owned Cranberry Watershed Preserve (CWP) experienced a setback
this year, primarily due to lack of water control. Our hearty student participants (pictured above)
worked systematically through the spring and summer to clear ditches by hand and continue to
weed the 1‐acre bog. Despite these heroic efforts, the berries were attacked by the “fire worm” and
the spring hope shown by the bloom was devastated. We hope to work with the town and school to
develop an agreement that will allow for some assurance that we will be able to supply water when
needed to the bog. We’re also looking into expanding the experimental beach grass planting so that
we can provide this needed plant to the local beaches to help control erosion.

Advocacy
CAPE COD BAY WATCH // CCBW grew out of efforts in 2012 to address the re‐licensing
of Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station (PNPS). Our goal for the project is to develop partners and initiate
strategies to promote the health of the bay ecosystem and its essential marine resources. The Jones
JRWA 2013 Annual Progress Report
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River is the largest river draining into Cape Cod Bay, and the diadromous fish that spawn in the river
are killed by the hundreds, thousands, and tens of thousands, at Pilgrim’s cooling water intake
structure. In 2013 we took actions to raise public awareness and regulatory engagement to alter
“business as usual” at PNPS. In so doing we hope to stop the destruction of marine life in Cape Cod
Bay; stop the on‐going release of radioactivity and harmful impacts from the thermal plume, and
assure safe de‐commissioning of PNPS, including safe storage of all the waste nuclear fuel. Because
“everything is connected” in important ecosystems like Jones River, Cape Cod Bay, and the Gulf of
Maine, we are not only concerned about the operations at Pilgrim, but believe that its destructive
influence in the bay must be stopped in order to achieve biological health in the Cape Cod Bay
Ocean Sanctuary.
PUBLIC EDUCATION // More than 300 visitors stopped by the newly revamped CCBW office to
learn about Pilgrim’s environmental impacts. We participated in more than a dozen outreach talks,
including 4 community forums on Pilgrim’s nuclear waste storage plans—educating hundreds
more. Nearly 50 volunteers and interns helped us with event planning, staffing the office, writing
articles and blogs, and collecting petition names in 2013 (including students from Salem State,
Bridgewater State, Silver Lake High School, and Arcadia University in Pennsylvania).
In addition to ongoing social media outreach (Facebook/Twitter), we added Flickr and Tumbler
platforms in 2013. CCBW regularly served as a focal point for media inquiries regarding
environmental issues regarding Pilgrim, and we also continued to publish our monthly “Of Nuclear
Interest” article series in local papers and on www.wickedlocal.com.

Our supporter base almost doubled in 2013, with 800 people now supporting our efforts. We also
organized the “Save Our Bay Flotilla” this past June—a successful on‐the‐water rally raising
awareness of Pilgrim’s environmental impacts on the Bay (pictured above). Approximately 100
people participated on the water and attended the picnic that followed. CCBW also promoted
and/or attended about 20 local events and boothed 4 events, including the Memorial Day and
Thanksgiving Day parades, and the NRC’s public comment meeting in Chelmsford, MA.
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POLICY AND LEGAL EFFORTS // We have, so far,
collected nearly 2,900 names through our citizen
and business petitions, which ask Plymouth
officials to ensure Pilgrim’s long‐term, high‐level
radioactive waste storage facility is “done right.”
This past summer, we assisted with a town‐level
appeal regarding Pilgrim’s nuclear waste storage
facility being built without proper local zoning
permits. Despite losing the appeal, we will
continue to assist with ongoing MA Land Court
litigation on the same issue in 2014. Two non‐
binding town warrant articles—also addressing
nuclear waste storage—were successfully

Above: Meeting at Harvard with new NRC chair
Allison Macfarlane; Below: Coastal view of Pilgrim.

submitted for Plymouth’s spring 2014 town
meeting.
CCBW provided support for federal Endangered
Species Act advocacy in connection with NOAA
Fisheries consultations on Pilgrim’s operating
license; we’ve helped continue pressure on the
NRC to fix an omitted condition in Pilgrim’s license
intended to protect imperiled species. Another
achievement was the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) agreeing to update Pilgrim’s expired Clean Water Act permit by December 2013
(which would require an updated environmental impact assessment of Pilgrim’s destructive once‐
though cooling system). Despite EPA missing the December deadline, we will continue to pressure
the EPA to renew the permit in 2014, or else retire the permit altogether.
CCBW spearheaded a NRC Waste Confidence comments sign‐on letter—Civil Society Institute, Back
River and Eel River Watershed Associations, Mass Maritime, and many more groups signed on.
PRODUCTIVE PARTNERSHIPS // CCBW proudly received a Watchdog Barnstar
award from the Public Lab, which honors those who successfully use open source
tools to monitor and report industry pollution, and share what they have done
with others. This work was featured on NPR/WBUR. We also
formed an exciting new partnership this year with Earthrise Law Clinic
at Lewis and Clark Law School—one of the top two environmental law
clinics in the U.S.—to work on issues such as waste storage, endangered
species, and Pilgrim’s expired NPDES permit.
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In addition to ongoing work with the Pilgrim Coalition,
CCBW became an active member of the Cape Cod Wildlife
Collaborative, and also started working with Concerned
Neighbors of Pilgrim, helping to facilitate the citizen group
concerned about nuclear waste storage in Plymouth. We
also signed on to Civil Society Institute’s American Clean
Energy Agenda, along with 120 other organizations nation‐
wide calling for a number of bold steps to move the U.S.
toward a clean, safe energy future.
NEW ENDEAVORS // New undertakings in 2013 included
researching the Plymouth wastewater treatment facility’s
chronic Clean Water Act permit violations, specifically the
impacts to Plymouth and Cape Cod Bays. We have been
closely monitoring the issue, and will work to ensure that
the EPA is doing its job, that Veolia (operator of the

Kite‐eye‐view:
Cape Cod Bay Watch kite mapping
of Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station

treatment facility) is held accountable for violations, and
that the Town of Plymouth does everything possible to
prevent the discharge of pollution to Cape Cod Bay.
The CCBW internship program also took off this year, and
so far, we have worked with two local environmental
students. The first intern (summer 2013) was a Silver Lake
High School senior who has gone on to study environmental
science at UMASS Boston, and the second intern
(fall/winter 2013) was a graduate of Dartmouth High
School and biology student of Washington College in Chestertown, MD.

ENVIRONMENTAL NETWORKS

// JRWA continues to play an active role in many

partnerships. In addition to the Cape Cod Bay Watch, we are active in the Pilgrim Coalition and play
a role as this group’s fiscal agent. We actively participate in the Herring Alliance, which is
challenging the destructive and wasteful fishing practices by enormous factory ships that strip the
sea of most of the river herring and other important species. Through them we advocate for better
practices and 100 percent monitoring. We continue as one of the founding members of the
Watershed Action Alliance of Southeastern MA, which is now eleven groups. We are focusing on
education regarding the restoration of area rivers and we cooperate to advance sustainable water
management practices. We are also members of the Massachusetts Rivers Alliance, which works on
statewide policy issues. These alliances strengthen our capacity to get needed changes made to
government regulations and policy as well as to enlarge our support base. We certainly could never
succeed in our mission alone, for as you know: “Everything is Connected!”
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Jones River Landing Projects & Programs
Jones River Landing is a supporting 501 c(3) organization of JRWA. The purpose of the Landing is
to provide space for organizational needs, educational programing in environmental, historical,
maritime, and cultural arts, as well as access to the river. We exclude no one, and strive to make it
possible for everyone to participate in Jones
River activities and attain river access.
Despite our capacity limitations we provide
space for various local and regional groups to
meet, such as the Watershed Action Alliance,
Pilgrim Coalition, Plymouth County
Beekeepers, and the local Massasoit Chapter
of the Mass Archeology Society. We also
provide room for music expression and
various arts and education, while maintaining
Jones River Landing as the “oldest continuing
operating boatyard in the country.”
MASS BAY MARITIME ARTISANS // 2013 was a lucky year for the Massachusetts Bay Maritime
Artisans group. After seven years of work, the Wednesday night volunteers at the Jones River
Landing completed the restoration of the Duxbury Duck, Merry Wing (above).
When Merry Wing arrived at the Landing as a gift from Sherm Hoyt of Duxbury, the boat was
literally a basket case. Volunteers on hand at the time have related that hull was so fragile the keel
actually fell out as the boat was delicately being positioned in the shop upon its arrival. But with
Sherm’s challenge grant of $5,000 the restoration crew set to work.
Under Reuben Smith’s guidance careful
measurements were taken, plans drawn up and
a schedule of work was developed. During the
course of the restoration process nearly every
piece of the boat was eventually replaced. Only
four planks on each side of the boat remain
from the original structure. Sean O’Neill took
over responsibility for guiding Merry Wing’s
restoration when Reuben returned to upstate
Peter Arenstam and the Merry Wing crew

New York pursuing his career restoring and
building wooden boats. Peter Arenstam came

aboard in 2008 when Sean followed Reuben to the Lake George region of New York State.
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Over eighty volunteers have worked on the duck
during the restoration process. A core group has
remained throughout its entire tenure at Jones River
Landing lead by Pembroke resident Roy Newbury.
The success of the restoration process rests entirely
on the dedication of people like Roy who have
applied a lifetime of experience to the many
challenges of rebuilding a classic wooden sailboat.
On August 10, Merry Wing floated again after many years
being idle and countless hours of restoration work. As is
befitting a Jones River Landing event, the re‐launching
ceremony started with a potluck gathering, included music,
some speeches, many thanks along with a warm sense of
community. Long‐time Kingston resident, Doris Johnson, had
the honor of rechristening the boat with champagne. Merry
Wing floated on the Jones River as prettily as the sea bird for
which the class of boat was named.
Work on the boat’s rigging including the mast and boom continued into the fall and winter. The
Wednesday night volunteers are working on final details including fitting the boat to a trailer,
purchased by Sherm Hoyt, so that in the spring everything will be ready for Merry Wing to once
again sail on Kingston Bay. (Top left: Sherm Hoyt awarded at Merry Wing launch)
HOLMES/WATSON BOATYARD // Finally, after years of talk and months of permitting and
contracting through the Kingston Community Preservation program, restoration of the Holmes
boatshed got underway in early November. MLB Restoration specialists, Michael Burrey and his
team of stalwart historic carpenters have persevered through the challenges of wicked high tides,
bone chilling cold, blizzard and rain, and continue their “so glad to be working on this project on the
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beautiful Jones River” attitude. We could not be more thrilled, and are grateful to the Town and
their CPA gifts for making this reconstruction possible, as well as to MLB, for their spirited
engagement. Check out the “Blue Oak Blog” at blueoakblog.wordpress.com for great pictures and
updates on the project, and be ready for an open house party in the spring. The Holmes boatshed
will provide shelter and storage for Merry Wing, when she is not out sprinting about on Kingston
Bay, and unnerving the talent at the Duxbury Yacht Club. We hope to develop a program for our
members to learn to sail this most favored class of racing history. So help us put a class together!
BOATBUILDING AND EDUCATION // 2013 also saw
another boatbuilding class for the Bay Farm
Montessori students (right). Peter Arenstam led the
Monday afternoon class of 11 & 12 year olds in the
construction of another rowing pram. Through the
winter and spring course the kids learn math and
drawing skills as well as the proper use of shop tools
and cooperation on a unified project.
“VIBES ON THE RIVER” MUSIC JAMS // Almost every week in the back room, musicians and
friends gather around the wood stove to share their various and generally awesome talents.
Vocalists, guitarists, drummers, saxophone, flutists, accordion, and the occasional cello, violin and
upright base take turns highlighting the evening play. It is an unusual and inspiring collection of
local talent that has spawned at least one working band in the last year. We still strive to integrate
this occasional rowdy crowd into the spirit of environmental stewardship, and easy listening, and
although we have a way to go, the stage is set for performing music to become an esteemed
tradition at Jones River Landing. There is a “Vibes on the River ‐ Landing Jam” facebook page that is
taking shape, check it out for updates: www.facebook.com/vibesontheriver
POTLUCKS AND PARTIES // Celebrations
continued this year, although our annual Mardi
Gras turned to “Faux Gras” when Nemo blew
into town last February. Instead, we postponed
the event to April and enjoyed fair weather for
a change. We might take the hint and try this in
the future as well as move back to our Landing
digs. The Community Center of St. Bernard,
south of the New Orleans Ninth Ward, shared in
the proceeds of this event. They continue to
struggle with the significant challenges of being impoverished, flooded, deluged with oil, and on the
bottom of everyone’s political power list. They truly appreciate the help we offer, even as we have
had to reduce our gifts in their direction. (Pictured above: flying shark hits the dance floor at Mardi Gras)
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Summertime on the river continued with hightide potlucks on alternating Fridays, and for the
regulars this is a welcome addition and proper end to the usual workweek. The potlucks are open
to everyone to experience an evening on the river and explore what the Landing has to offer.

RIVER ACCESS AND CLIMATE CHANGE // Accessing the Jones continued for the hale and hardy,
but we have always wanted our boat ramp and floats to be more user‐friendly. We have worked
over the years to keep the revetment walls from falling in – spending some $8,000 in 2010 for
repairs – but that is not sufficient. The main dock is significantly listing forward, and in a state of
near collapse to the river. This condition, together with the slippery and uneven approach of the
“boat ramp” caused us to apply for funding under the coastal infrastructure grant program.
However, sadly, we were not successful in winning a grant or loan.
We have known for sometime that climate
change and consequent sea level rise are
inevitably impacting our region and our site in
particular. Because we hug the river in the Jones
River estuary, impacts to our land and buildings
are certain. We witness more frequent flooding
every year in the buildings, and we seem to be
losing the ground under our feet, hence the
impacts to the sea wall and docks. If we want to
continue to work from the site, and we do—to
build boats, promote aquaculture for river
restoration, and environmental education and
stewardship—we need to address these
conditions. In the next year, we will be working
to clarify and enunciate these plans.
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meaningful center of community works. Interns and volunteers keep our boat floating, when we
run out of steam or have necessary projects to complete. Thank you Jimmy and Amy, for agreeing
that what we do is worthwhile, even if challenging
or nearly impossible.
Thanks to the SLRHS kids for believing in their
“backyard environment,” and to Christina
Guidoboni who put together an amazing summer
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our local kids (left).
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who pitch in to keep the rain outside more often than in—
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to everyone who helps get the firewood piled up, whether
participating in our Lumberjack Championship or
contributing otherwise (Glen Thompson for DRY wood, and
Steve Thomas for all that splitting and stacking). Thank you to the boatbuilders of the MBMA shop,
keepers of the continuum, and the boat owners that support our traditions.

Thank is due to the board members that legitimize our organization, and attend monthly to do the
tedious business! Thank you especially to our long time, intermittent, and significant contributors
who make it possible for us to carry on, and help to make the year fly by and good deeds happen
every day. Thank you, too, for being a member, for continuing to believe that it is the small groups of
dedicated individuals that accomplish the incredible, the impossible, and the necessary. We will
have our hands full in the years ahead, and we hope that more of you will be able to actively
participate and support our growing endeavor. Many, many thanks!
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2013 Financial Summary
JONES RIVER WATERSHED ASSOCIATION

JONES RIVER LANDING

INCOME

INCOME

Grants & Donations
Membership
Miscellaneous Income
Total Income

$ 117,307.72
$ 7,929.18
$ 32.37
$ 125,269.27

EXPENSE

Donations
Paper Recyling
River Store

$ 9,045.00
$ 37.68
$ 837.00

Events

$ 4,315.90

Contributions Income

$ 1,325.00

Memberships

$ 3,300.00

Miscellaneous Income

$ 1,488.32

Ecology Programs

$ 91,582.42

Programs

$ 3,445.00

Administration & Program Support

$ 51,542.02

Reimbursed Expenses

– $ 350.00

Fundraising

$ 2,700.00

Other Expenses

$ 1,719.37

Total Expense

$147,543.81

Total Income

$ 23,443.90

EXPENSE
Net Income (JRWA)

– $ 22,274.54

Fees & Permits

$ 461.25

Event Expenses

$ 2,632.89

Insurance
Miscellaneous
Postage & Delivery
Printing & Reproduction

$ 194.00
$ 30.17
$ 4.80
$ 138.80

Professional Fees

$ 1,500.00

Program Expenses

$ 11,172.76

Repairs

$ 295.44

Supplies

$ 444.71

Telephone & DSL

$ 113.07

Utilities
Total Expense

$ 1,073.34
$ 18,061.23

Ecology Programs ‐ 62%
Administration & Program Support ‐ 35%
Fundraising ‐ 2%

Net Income (JRL)
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$ 5,382.67

